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Are you one of the 2.7 million scuba divers ,or 8.3 million snorkelers, in the US?

If so, then you need to know about the advantages of owning an underwater scooter.

Underwater scooters can enhance your snorkeling and scuba diving experiences, maximize your
time underwater, and help keep you safe. Even recreational swimmers enjoy using them in lake,
ocean, river, and even in the pool! If you've never used an underwater scooter before, you're
certainly missing out.

Luckily, we are going to show you our top 7 reasons why you should get an underwater scooter.
We are confident that you will be be convinced by the end of this article!

Without further ado, here are our '7 Reasons Why You Should Get an
Underwater Scooter'...

1. You Can Cover More Area
One of the primary benefits of underwater scooters is they allow you to cover more area in a
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shorter span of time. 

The distance you can safely travel underwater while scuba diving is limited by your air and your
energy. Therefore, scuba divers have to play it safe when deciding what area they are going to
cover on a dive. 

Sea scooters can greatly increase your speed underwater and the amount of distance you can
travel during one dive. Sea scooters have various speed ranges depending on the brand and
model. 

However, a premium underwater scooter like a Yahama sea scooter can travel up to 4.35 mph.
This is substantially faster than what the average diver can achieve with fins alone. 

Being able to quickly move through the water is particularly helpful if you don't have a diving boat
and are diving from the shore. In this case, you might need to cover some distance before you
get to the area that you want to snorkel or dive. With an underwater scooter, you can get to your
location easily and quickly.

2. You Can Maximize Your Time Under Water
Because underwater scooters allow you to cover more ground, they also enable divers to
maximize their time under water.

Of course, you have to adhere to scuba diving depth rules, practice proper safety measures, and
decompression stops when ascending back to the surface. 

However, you will be able to reach the limits of those rules as you can cover more ground. Don't
press outside the normal guidelines as that can still be dangerous, even with an underwater
scooter.

3. You Can See More
By increasing your range, sea scooters can allow you to see and do more on your dives. If you're
diving for pleasure, you can easily move on until you find a particularly interesting area you want
to explore. 

If you're trying to see a specific fish or underwater creature, having a sea scooter can help you
cover more areas so you can increase your chances of a sighting. 

On the other hand, if you're doing a job underwater, like checking a cable or hunting for
something on the bottom, you can speed along and get more done in less time. 
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4. Your Oxygen Will Last Longer
Another benefit of underwater scooters is that your oxygen will last longer. Not only can you
maximize your time underwater and cover more area, but you'll also expend less energy. 

Because you won't have to swim and fin your way around and exert yourself, your body will use
up less oxygen. You won't breathe as hard; therefore, your tanks will last longer. 

This gives you more time underwater and allows you to get the most mileage out of your tanks.

5. Underwater Scooters Make Diving, and Snorkeling, Safer
This might be the most important reason to own an underwater scooter. Besides allowing you to
get more out of your dives, underwater scooters can also make diving safer. 

There are a few reasons for this. Firstly, as we said above, having a sea scooter helps your air
last longer when scuba diving. Running low on air is a leading precipitating factor in scuba diving
fatalities. 

Having an underwater scooter can also help you get back to land or to your vessel should you
come up further away than you planned. Instead of having to paddle to safety, you can simply
cruise back to base quickly and with little-to-no effort. 

Along with this, sea scooters also give you the speed and power you need if you get caught by
the current. As a snorkler or diver, it's imperative that you find out about currents in your dive
location and take measures to ensure you don't get caught up in a current that's too strong for
you.

However, unforeseen weather conditions can make this difficult, and the last thing you want to
have is to fight a current with just your fins; especially while encumbered by your dive kit. 

If you ever do find yourself caught in a current, having a sea scooter can be invaluable. As long
as it still has battery power, you can use it to get back to the dive boat or to shore. 

6. You'll Conserve Energy
Another perk of having an underwater scooter is that you'll be able to conserve energy on your
adventures. Both snorkeling and diving can be tiring, especially for beginners or those with
underlying health complications. 

An underwater scooter can give you the added power you need so you can have a
fruitful experience without using up all your energy.

If snorkeling or diving drains your energy, or you're worried you won't be able to keep up with
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other swimmers, then a sea scooter is the answer. 

7. Sea Scooters Are Fun
Last but not least, underwater scooters are just downright fun! The feeling of effortlessly gliding
through the water is novel, unique, and exhilarating.

Underwater scooters are not strictly for scuba and snorkeling adventures, recreational swimmers
thoroughly enjoy them as well. If you spend time in a lake, ocean, or river then an underwater
scooter will maximize your fun quicker than any other water toy!

No doubt that underwater scooters can add a whole new level of enjoyment to any adventure.
Whether there's lots to see or you just want the exhilarating experience, an underwater scooter is
here to kick your fun into high gear! 

Are You Looking for an Underwater Scooter?
As you can see, underwater scooters are very handy things to have. Not only do they allow you
to cover more area while diving, but they also conserve your energy and your oxygen and can
help to keep you safe. Not to mention they are incredibly enjoyable to use. 

Are you looking for the best underwater scooter that won't let you down? If yes, you are in the
right place. We can help with our Yamaha Sea Scooters and we will show you why they are the
best in the biz. 

We only stock high-quality water sports-related equipment, which is why Yamaha is our brand of
choice for underwater scooters. 

Hopefully this article has helped you see why you NEED an underwater scooter in your life. If
you have any questions, we would be happy to help you. Simply contact us here and we will
make sure that you get the best underwater scooter for you!
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